
Materiel Test Procedure 7-2-011f I September 1971 Aberdeen Proving Ground

U .S. ARMY TEST AND EVALUATION COMMIAND

ARRF GUDE MISSIL tss SUBSYSTM OCT to inT

S!. OBJECTIVE

?W This procedure provides guidance for conducting enginee

type tests of aircraft guided missile subsystems to determine the" degree towhich thehe applicable or TCs and whet. the y are safe and suit-

•. able for Army use. An aircraft guided missile subsystem includes the launcher,
the guidance and controls, and the missile, which is launched and/or controlled

Sby Army aircraft (primarily helicopters).

S2. BACKGROUND

Army deployment of guided missiles from helicoptere has consisted

of the SS-11 antitank missile fired from the UH-I series utility helicopter
(Fig 1). The SS-11 missile, a French antitank development of the aid-1950's,
incorporates a two-strand wire guidance link that is unwound from the missile
wire bobbins during the missile flight. Electrical comiand signals are sent
along the guidance wire to the missile in flight. The missile pilot (gunner)

o-iginates the signals by manipulation of the missile guidance set "Joy stick"
from within the airci-aft. An aativscillation (stabilized) sight is available
Sfor heliopter use with the SS-l1 missile. The sight, guidance equipment, and
missile firing controls are installed at the copilot position of the UH-I
helicopter.

Contemporary antitank guided missile systems that are being
adopted for use on high-speed attack helicopters do not require the gunner to
continuously estimate the spatial location and direction of motion of the in-
flight missile relative to the target as is required with the SS-11 missile.
The missile position error relative to the gunner's line of sight is automati-
cally and continuously monitored by missile guidance equipment mounted on the
aircraft, and electrical signals required to correct the missile flight to
the gunner's line of sight are transmitted to the missile until target impact
is achieved. The missile gunner, using the aircraft-mounted sighting equip-
ment, is required to continuously track the target from the time of missile
launching until the missile flight is completed.

3. REWIRED EOIPMU

An aircraft of the type that will be used with the air-to-ground
m;.ssile system being tested and accessories for mounting the veapon system,
including a suitable weapon sight.

EnviLonmental test chambers, gages, photographic equipment, etc.,
for physical measurements and environmental tests as specified in paragraph 6.2.

Ins tumented test range large enough to permit testing of the
missile systems uneet all required conditions of employment. A typical layout
is illustrated in Figure 2.
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4. REFERENCES

A. AR 70-38, Research. Develovnent. Test. --"A EvalD'-tion of
Materiel for Extreme Climatic Conditions.

B. USATECOM Regulation 70-23, Equipment Performance Report*

C. USATECOM Regulation 385-6, Verification of Safety of Hateriel
During Testing.

D. USA'TECOM Regulation 750-15,* Maintenance Evaluation Dunn.
Testin-2.

E. MIL-STD-810B, Environmental Test Methods,.
F. err? 2-1-004, Telemetry.
G. MTP 2-2-613, Broadband Radio Interference Testing of Vehicles

and Electrical Equipment - Noncomunication.
H. HTP 2-2-614, Toxic Hazards Test for Vehicles.
I. MTP 2-2-815, Rain and Freezin Rain.
3. M4TP 3-1-002, Confidence Intervals and Sawaule Size.
K. %KrP 3-1-003, Meteorological Data.
L. MTP 3-2-503, Safety Evaluation of Fire Control-System

Electrical and Electronic Equipjmet.
M. MTrP 3-2-618, Electrical Power Measurements for Weapon

Subsystems.
N. MTP 3-2-706, Night Vision Devices.
1D. NT? 3-2-811, Noise and Blast Measurements.
P. h-P 3-2-824, Flight Tests of Antitank Missiles.A
Q. MT? 3-2-825, Location of Iumpact or Airburat Positions.14
R. NWP 4-1-005, The Doppler Velocimeter.
S. lET? 4-2-015, Close Support Rockets and Missiles.
T. MT? 4-2-503, Safety Evaluation, Close Eipwrt Rockets and

Missiles.
U. MTP 4-2-602, Roug~h Handlins Tests.
V. NT? 4-2-804, LaboratoKy Vibration Tests.
W. MTP 4-2-813, Arena Tests of HE FragmEntation Munitions..
X. MT? 4-2-816, Photographic Instrumantation for Trajectory

Data.
Y. NT? 4-2-818, Testipg for Futmuu Resistance.
Z. MTP 4-2-819, Sand and Dust Testing of Ammnition.
Mk. MTP 4-2-820, Humidity Tests.
AB. NT? 4-2-824, Pentration Tests of HEAT Warheads for Close

Support Rockets and Missiles.
AC.* NT? 5-1-031, Cinetheodolites.
AD. MT? 6-2-506, Electromagnetic Vulnerability.
AE. WI? 7-1-004, Army Aircraft Armawmnt.
AF. NWP 7-2-009. Rocket Subsys tems. Aircraft.
AG. MT!' 7-2-014, Multiple Armament Subsystems, Aircraft.
AH. Ifi? 7-2-501, Safety Evaluation of Aircraft Armament.
Al. NT? 7-2-502, Fire-Control System for &rM Aircraft.
AJ. MTP 7-2-503, Air-to-Ground Accuracy and Dispersion.
AK. irn' 7-2-504, Maintenance Evaluation of Aircraft Ueanons.
AL. MTP 7-2-505, Human Factorg in Aircraft Weaponry.
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5. SCPE

The emphasis in this MTP is on subsystem evaluation. A total
subsystem evaluattn, however, encompasses evaluations of all subsystem
components which may be covered in other MTPs. Table I lists all possible
subsystem tests and indicates where details on each can be found.

5.2 LINITATIONS

Operating features of an airborne guided missile weapon system
are numerous. This NTP does not include the detailed test techniques required
for all of these features; HTPs containing more details are referenced in
paragraph 6.

6. PROCEDURES

6.1 PREPMAIAION FOR TEST

Ammunition components (missiles) are inspected upon receipt,
for damage incurred during transit and for compliance with applicable
specifications.

$Radiographs of the test item are =ade for comparison with post-
vibration inspection (para 6.2.4.4).

Other weapon system equipment (missile launchers, fire control
equipment including interlocks with other weapons installed on the aircraft,
missile guidance and control equipment, rangefinding and sighting equipment,
etc.) is installed on the applicable aircraft and operated (nonfiring) in
accordance with the installation and operating instructions to asmure initial
operability and compatibility.

An instrumented test range (Fig 2) Us necessary for the conduct
of missile firings in order to obtain data on helicopter position at the
tihe of missile launch, missile position and velocity profile during flight,
and other test data as required. Instrumentation locations are determined
by precise engineering survey before the start of the test.

V=TE: The instrumntation setup my vary accord..g to the
daza requirements, launch and flight characteristics
of the missile, aad availability of instrumentation.
For example, if tracking cameras capable of following
the missale throughout its flight are not available, ground-
mounted ballistic cameras can be used to obtain missile
position data. All instrumentation uses a common time
base. Additional information on the use of photographic
equipment and other types of range instrumentation is
presented in Mlrs 4-1-0S, 4-2-816, and 5-1-031.
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Table I - Subtests for Evaluating Major Components of a Missile Subsystem

Control and Complete
Subtest Missile Guidance Launcher Subsystem

Physical Characteristics MTP 4-2-015 pars 6.2.1 para 6.2.1 para 6.2.1

Safety Evaluation HTP 4-2-503 para 6.2.2 para 6.2.2 para 6.2.2

Firing System Operation NA para 6.2.3 pars 6.2.3 para 6.2.3

Environmental Tests HTP 4-2-503 pars 6.2.4 para 6.2.4 para 6.2.4
4-2-015

Operational Vibration pars 6.2.4.4 pars 6.2.4.4 pars 6.2.4.4 pars 6.2.4.4
and Static Loading

HEAT Warhead Effective- KrP 4-2-824 NA NA HTP 4-2-324
ness

HE Warhead Effective- HTP 4-2-813 NA NA MTP 4-2-813
ness

Noise and Blast KTP 3-2-811 NA NA MTP 3-2-811

Toxic Gas LTP 7-2-505 HA. NA MTJP 7-2-505

Electronic Counter KTP 6-2-508 HTP 6-2-508 NA MTP 6-2-508
Countermeasures
(ECCM)

Radio Frequency Radi- MTP 3-2-615 NA NA HYP 3-2-615
ation Initiation

Radio Frequency In- NA NA HA HIT 2-2-613
terference

Grzund Firing Tests Hff 4-2-015 pars 6.2.5 a 6.2.5 par& 6.2.5
3-2-825

Airborne Firing Tests pars 6.2.6 para 6.2.6 pars 6.2.6 para.6.2.6

Airborne Tracking Tests NA pars 6.2.7 NA pars 6.2.7

Maintenance Evaluation NA para 6.2.8 par& 6.2.8 pars 6.2.8

kuman Factors Evaluation para 6.2.9 pars 6.2.9 para 6.2.9 pars 6.2.9
.rTP 7-2-505

Reliability and MT? 4-2-015 pars 6.2.10 par& 6.2.10 pars 6.2.10
Endurance

In addition to thp. ground-based photographic equipment, in-
strumentation should be installed on the aircraft to record the gunner's
aiming point and missile position with respect to the gunner's line of sight
throughout the missile flight. A small camera mounted on the gunner's sight
may be adequate for this purpose. Magnetic-tape-recording instrumentation
should be installed on the a&Icraft to monitor the missile guidance and con-
trol signals, error signals, and other hardline data during firing, obtainable
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from the guidance and control equipment mounted on the aircraft.

The maintenance test package, provided by the commodity command
in advance of testing, is examined (para 6.2.8 and USATECO( Reg 750-15) and,
if not in conformance with the list provided, reported by an Equipment
Performance Report (EPR) in accordance with USATECOM Regulation 70-23.

All instrumentation is identified and the locations recorded
for use in determining range firing data.

6.2 TEST CONDUCT

a. The subtests described herein are conducted as required and
applicable with full consideration being given to prior data on tests of
components. Sufficient environmental test data may be available on the
amminition components (guided missiles) that only limited environmental
treatments of these items (i.e., treatments that apply especially to the
helicopter installation) will be necessary. This is often the case when
an infantry-type antitank weapon system is adapted for deployment from
helicopters.

b. Missile firing tests are planned to satisfy multiple test
objectives when possible, and the total number of missiles for a test
program is held to the minimum required.

c. All tests, including especially those mentioned in paragraph
6.2.2, are monitored for evidence of a malfunction or type of failure that
al ht result in- a hazard to the aircraft or crew.

d. Any damage occurring to the weapon system hardware or air-
craft during testing is photographed. Throughout the test, the appropriate
manuals are evaluated for completeness and accuracy.

6.2.1 Physical Characteristics

The missile armament subsystem is disassembled into its major
compoleats. These components are weighed and measured (exterior dimensions),
and a characteristics photograph is made (ArP 7-1-004). Particular attention
is paid to the missile launcher or launcher cluster. Critical dimensions
of the laincher (including those which control proper fit of the missile to
the launcher) are identified, measured, and compared with the applicable
engineering drawings. If the missile is launched from a reusable tJbe,
stargage measurements of Internal diameter are made throughout the tube and
straightness and alignment of the tubes are determined. These measurements
are repeated at the end of the test firing program to determine durability.
The complete guided missile subsystem (fully loaded) is installed to the
applicable aircraft, and weight and balance determinations are made at maximum
gross welgt (with full crew and fuel) and at 20 minutes fuel supply.
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6.2.2 Safety Evaluation

Safety tests are planned and conducted concurrently with the

suitability tests to: assure that no safety hazards exist in any possible
mode of operation; determine safety precautions necessary during loading,
aircraft flight, and firing procedures; and provide information on danger
areas created by missile firing tests. Also of significance are: the ability
of the helicopter airframe structure to withstand the forces created by
missile launch; the effects of exhaust gas, overpressure, and any secondary
debris caused by missile launch upon the aircraft; and the possibility of
aircraft damage caused by missile warhead functioning at the minimum fuze arming
distauce.

NOTE: Missile (ammunition) safety tests are specified in HTP
4-2-503. In addition to the missile safety tests, the
tests shown in Table II must be applied to the entire
guided missile weapon system before the system can be
considered operationally safe and before the airborne
firing tests (para 6.2.6) are conducted.

Table II - Weapon System Safety Tests

Test Paragraph

System operating characteristics 6.2.3

Environmental treatments, including 6.2.4
extreme temperature storage, temper-
ature shock, operational vibration,
static loading, rain and freezing
rain, and salt spray

Ground firing at temperature extremes 6.2.5

Analytical studies are of value in assessing the safety hazards
associated with missile firing from helicopters when based upon actual test
results. The nature of hazards to the launch aircraft or to occupants
caused by a warhead function at the minimum fuze arming distance may be in-
vestigated analytically provided that the rearward fragmentation pattern of
the tactical missile warhead when functioned on the missile is known. The
degree of protection offered by the aircraft skin, vulnerability of the
aircraft engine and other critical components to damage by fragments, etc.,
are factors that must be taken into consideration in a "computer study" of
this type of hazard.

The size of the danger area caused by a missile firing may also
be established by computer techniques when adequate data are available re-
garding (a) missile performance under all required operating conditions and
(b) system failure modes which may contribute to the size of the danger
area. Sufficient testing ir specified hereln to develop the required
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information. Further discussion of the computer analysis techniques involved
is outside the scope o. this WTP.

6.2.3 Firing System Operating Characteristics

The missile-firing subsystem is installed on the appropriate
aircraft and operated (nonfiring), while on the ground, to determine the
following characteristics:

a. Warmup time (electrical).

b. Electrical compatibility of the weapcon subsystem equipment
with the electrical power supply and avionics equipment of the aircraft
(MTP 3-2-618) during periods of steady-state and peak electrical power
loadings. Recording instrumentation (oscillograph or magnetic tape) is used
to determine electrical power usage.

c. Ease of identifying functions on the missile selection and
arming uanel and ease of operation. Events such as completion of system
warmup, missile firing circuit in safe or arm position, etc., must be clearly
displayed. Schematic drawings of the electrical firing circuit are studied
to assure that a positive interruption and proper grounding of the firing
circuit occurs whenever the weapon system is not in the "armed" position.
Accuracy of control panel switching positions is determined by electrical
measurement.

d. Adequacy of self-contained operational check capability.
Complex missile-firing equipment should include self-test features capable
of conducting a go-no-go test on the missile launching, sighting, and
guidance equipment. System operation and boresight calibration are monitored,
although to a lesser extent than is possible when using ground support equip-
ment. The capability of identifying failed components with the self-test
is limited. The self-test is primarily intended to show whether the systeiL
is properly installed and in operating condition suitable for conducting missile
firings. The functions performed by the self-test should be determined and
examined for completeness.

NOTE: System self-tests should be performed after completion
of installation procedures prior to missile firings, and
before and after exposure to environmental treatments.
Folliving environmental treatment involving the self-
test equipment, or any indication of possible improper
operation of the self-test (such as a "no-go" indication),
the self-test equipment should be checked. Special
equipment such as ground support equipment or specialized
instrumentation should be used to verify proper operation
of the self-test.

e. Proper fit of weapon subsystem Installed to the aircraft.
A • Dummy missiles are loaded into the launchers for this check.
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Other checkouts of electrical, mechanical, and optical equipment
are made in accordance with applicable operating procedures and with test
procedures detailed in pertinent HrPs (see para 4, References).

6.2.4 Environmental Tests

Environmental conditioning and firing tests are conducted as
required to demonstrate weapon system safety, operability, and compatibility
dt.ring or follou-ing exposure to various similated environments. Sequential
environment treatment of system components is often preferred, not only to
reduce total test hardware requirements but to provide closer si-lation of
the stockpile-to-battlefield environmental sequence. A typical sequential
environmental treatment series is shown in Table III.

NOTES: 1. Failed components are repaired or replaced as
necessary to continue the sequential testing, and
such repairs or replacements are documented in the
test report.

Table III - Sequential Environmental Tests

Low Temperature Sequence (One High Temperature Sequence (One
Complete Weapon System) Complete Weapon System)

Storage and operation at low Storage at high temperature (par&
temperature (para 6.2.4.1) 6.2.4.1)

Temperature shock test (para Operation at high temperature
6.2.4.2) (para 6.2.4.1) 4

Operational vibration at the Temperature shock test (para
low operating temperature 6.2.4.2)
(para 6.2.4.4)

Freezing rain test (externally Operational vibration at the high
mounted components only) operatiug temperature (para
(para 6.2.4.3) 6.2.4.4)

Static loading test (para 6.2.4.4)

Sand and dust test (externally
mounted components only) (para
6.2.4.2)

Also impose the foLloing tests Also impose the following tests on
on this weapon system: this weapon system:

Rain test (exterual components High humidity test (para 6.2.4.2)
only) (para 6.2.4.3)

Sait spray test (para Fungus test (para 6.2.4.2)
6.2.4.2)
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2. If the guided missile to be utilized is part of
&n infantry-type (ground mounted) weapon system,
acceptable data for some environmental tests may
already be available. Procedures for environ-
mental testing of guided missiles are specified
in IffPs 4-2-015 and 4-2-503.

3. Requirements ior climatic.tests are usually stated
in term of item ability to perform satisfactorily
in certain climates defined in AR 70-38.

k. ?roper weapon system operation after expos'we to
environmental tests may be adequately determined
by nouf:Lring operational checks, depending upon
the weapon system design and previous test history.
In this case operational checks may be substituted
for missile firings follod•ng each envirormental
exposure.

6.2.4.1 Performance at Temperature Extremes

Extreme-temperature tests are performed in accordance with the
conditions specified in AR 70-38.

a. The preferred high temperature test method consists of
Sattaching the weapon system to a suitable mount, or to a helicopter, and

exposing it In a chaber to the temperature-solar radiation diurnal cycle
given in AR 70-38 for either the £ntermmdiate-bot or hot-dry climate, whichever
is specified.

The missile is exposed simnltaneously with the weapon system,
if required (6.2.4.2 below). If missile firing from within a cor-itioning
unit is required and practical, the launcher is lo-ded then fired through
a suitable opening in the test chamber.

If the caber does not have this capability, the item are con-
ditioned to an approximate equivalent temperature and firing is conducted
outside the che *. In this case the equivalent temperature (air temperature
plus solar effects) my be asukied to be 145°F for intermediate hot climate
or 1650F for hot-dry climate. Temperature soaking is for 24 hours or until
texperaturd equil.brism is attained.

b. For low temrature tests the weapon subsystem, appro-
priately momated, is conditioned at -50OF (cold climate) unless intermediate
cold (-250f) or other tmperwture is specifi"-. Cold soaking of both weapon
system and missiles is contiwaed for 24 hours or until temperature equAl-
brium is attained. Firing is conducted from within the chamber if a suitable
facility exists; otherwise, the weapon subsystem is moved outside and test fired.

c. Any difficulties and malfunctions occurring during thp hot
or cold tests are recorded. Operational data are recorded as applicable.
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6.2.4.2 Sand and Dust, Temperature Shock, High Humidity, Salt Spray,
and Fungus Tests

The weapon subsystem is exposed in environental chabera to sand.
and dust (HrP 4-2-819), temperature shock (MIL-STD-SlOB), humidity (high
hunidity-temperature cycle of HIMP 4-2-820), salt spary (NIL-SD--8lOB), and
fungus (HIP 4-2-818) environments. Following each exposure to an enviromental
treatment the test item is inspected for damage, and firing tests are performed.

6.2.4.3 Rain and Freezing Rain

A rain test is performed in accordance vith IrP 2-2-815. If a
suitable test chamber is not available, the test item can be set up on a
ground mount and test fired during a natural rainfall. The natural rainfall
at the launch site my be supplemented by artificial means, during the
prefiring exposure period and during the missile launch, to meet the require-
ments of the test. After the required exposure period, the test item is
fired. Any misfires or other malfunctions occurring are noted and the csaues
determaied.

HIP 2-2-815 also describes procedures for freezing rain. Expedient
methods of removing the ice are appropriate for a simulation of ice forming
while on the ground. Simulation of ice formation in the air must depend
upon manipulation of the equipment from within the cockpit.

6.2.4.4 Operational Vibration and Static Loading Tests

Laboratory vibration tests are conducted to determine whether
missiles and missile firing equipment (external and internal) are dynamically
compatib.e and &rtructurally capable of withstanding the forces associated
with aircraft flight vibration. The launching equipment, with amnmition
components (missiles) instelled, is mounted on an electrodynamic vibrator
to simulate, as closely as passible, the method of attaclknt to the aircraft.
The control accelerometer should be mounted on the fixture hardpoint where the
equipment is attached so as to properly describe the input vIbication environ-
sent to the Launcher. The dyna.Lce of the equipment and transmissibility
characteristics over the broad frequency range of interest should be determine
for the various load configurations. A full complement of tactical m"slles
is vibration tested at both high temperature (+1450 or +1650 F) and low
temperature (- 2 5c and -500 F).

Ideally, the equipment should be vibrated to the periodic
vibration spectrum and amplitudes associated with the particular helicopters
on which it is flown, to determine its structural adequacy. Duration of the
test should be commnsurate with the designed life of the particular c~omp nt
in term of the required number of missions to be flown. HIP 4-2-804 des-
cribes the .3rst-case flight environment for the Iroquois and Cobra
aircraft.
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Results of Laboratory vibration of the missiles, Launchers, their
sighting devices, or their relate. electronics equipment should be interpreted
on an individual basi. Specific knwledge of the transmissibility ch-aacter-
istics of an item and the periodic spectrum of the aircraft are invaluable
in making these assessments. A sinusoidal dwell test at the natural resonant
frequency of som poorly damped item will often cause extrenme damage. A test
item which appears to have failed a standard vibration test may have been
especially designed to have a lightly dmped resonant frequency in a portion
of the spectrum that is not excited by the operational vibration input from
the applicable aircraft. Following vibration, radLographs are taken of the
missiles and compared to previous radiographs to determine whether any damage
occurred during the test. Particular attention is paid to cracks which may
have formed in the warhead and to whether the safe and arm device remained in
the "safe" position after exposure to vibration testing. External visual
examination and electrical checkout of the missile are made as appropriate.
Operational checks and nondestructive metallurgical examination of major
structural components of the missile launching components are performed after
vibration.

Static loading tests of the equipment, which munts the amisile
to the launcher are made to demonstrate adequate structural integrity of
the mount and physical restraint of aimmzition components during aircraft
maneuvering and landinss. A procedure for conducting this type of test on
aircraft rocket launchers, which is also adequate for missila. launchers and
mounts, is described in paragraph 6.2.3.5 of !fP 7-2-409.

6.2.5 Ground Firing Tests

Ground firing tests are conducted to demonstrate weapon system
safety, compatibility with the aircraft, and operability during temperature
extremes.

6.2.5.1 Ground Firings for Weapon System Safety

Before aerial firings are conducted, ground firings are conducted
to determine whether any hazards to the launching aircraft or occuFants
exist. 'M1e weapon &ysten is installed to a helicopter positioned on a suitable
firing pad. High-speed photographic instrusientation is set up and operated
during firing to provide records of launch characteristics. Firing tests

(approximately ix missiles) are then conducted to demonstrate that:

a. Clearance between the missile launcher and the aircraft and
associated equipment is adequate to prevent the missile from striking the
aircraft during firing (including firing at the saximam launcher elevation
possible considering the mmxiim dynamic droop of the helicopter rotor blade).

b. There will be no damge to the aircraft created by back-
blast gases or discarded material during launch. Particular attention mast be
paid to discarded material (closure plugs, etc.) that could strike the aircraft,
with particular attention to the tail rotor and adjacent tail boom of helicopters .
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Witness screena or collection boxes should be sat up behInd ths Inumbea to
determine the extent of any hazard created br the is-sile. Lnch.

c. Launcher elevation limits are satisfactory. Used in con-
junction with a standard mounting method, the launcher aust be capable of
elevation in accordance with the specified range capabilities of the weapon
system without creating an installation safety hazard. Upper and loaer
elevation compatibility with safety requirements is determined.

iOrE: Missile launchers may be designed to preset (fixed)
at a specific quadrant elevation, or they my b-t
slaved to the missile Sumer's line of sight (elevation
only) during target acquisition and prefirxig operations,
depending upon design requirements.

d. Sound pressure levels and toxic ga- levels in the inhabited
portions of the aircraft jo not exceed safe limits during missile I-amch.
Measurement techniques are described in MTP's 3-2-811 and 7-2-505.

6.2.5.2 Ground Firings at Temperature Extremes

Missile firings are conducted at high and low temperature
extremes to verify weapon system operability and integrity at these
temperatures. Test temperatures and testing procedures are specified in
paragraph 6.2.4.1. High-speed motion picture cameras are used to document
the missile launch and to determine missile launch velocity. Other test
data are also taken if required, as specified in piragraphs 6.2.3 a and b
and 6.2.5.1.

6.2.6 Airborne Firmna Tests

Missile firing tests are conducted from an airborne helicopter
to determne the integrity of the wire of a wire-guided missile and, in
all cases, to determine weapon system capability (accuracy and hit pro-
bability) in all modes of operation and in such adverse natural envirmemnts
as cross-winds and periods of reduced visibility. Missile test firings are
usually heavily instrumented (para 6.1) so that the maxmnm amount of
information my be realized from each test firing and that individual test
item failures may be fully analyzed.

For all dynamic firing tests complete meteorological date at
the test site, including cloud cover and visibility, surface winds, and
winds aloft to the maximum altitude of the aircraft at missile launch and/or
maximm ordinate of the missile during flight are recorded.

-14-
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6.2.6.1 Wire Integrity Tests

When the guidded missile used with the weApon systam under test
is Linked with the guidance equipment on board the launching aircraft by a
wire coimnd link, tests are conducted to verify the Integrity of the wire
during aerodynamic loadin and to determine the minim=. terrain clearance
required to prevent the guidance wire from snagging on obstacles on the
&roumd. Procedures provided for discarding the guidance wire terminal from
the aircraft once the missile flight is completed are also evaluated. A
series of 22 missile flight tests designed to subject the wire comand link
to the extreme loading forces is shown in Table IV. The Sround target should
be located at or near the mazxLmm weapon range. The use of moving targets
rhould be considered for this test.

6.2.6.2 Accuracy Firing Tests

Missile firing tests are conducted from an airborne helicopter
to determLne the weapon system accuracy, relibtility, and operability in
all required modas of operation. The weapon system is properly installed
on the appropriate helicopter. Tests are conducted on an instrumented test
range (Fig. 2) by experienced and properly trained missile gunners.
Twenty-five typical test conditions are shown in Table V. Each condition
is executed by four gumers (total of 100 issiles).

-. This test should be conducted as an Intergrated engineering
test-operational service test (ET/OST) to satisfy both ET and OST require-
ments. Service board participation, including the provision of trained
missile gunners, is compatible with ET objectives.

NOTE: The nuder of missiles required in a comprehensive test program
depends in part on the required system operating characteristics.
For example, the 25 test conditions shown In the table stress
moving targets and aircraft maneuverability. For some appli-
cations, increased emphasis on short-range targets may be desired.
Also, conduct of the wire integrity test series (6.2.6.1 above)
will have satisfied some of the test requirements.

6.2.6.3 Airborne Firings During Adverse Environmental Conditions

Missile firing tests are conducted from an airborne helicopter
to determine whether any reduction In weapon system capability occurs during
operation in adverse natural environments. Typical test conditions are
shown in Table VI.

6.2.7 Airborne Trackn•a Tests (AMonfirlug)

Tracking tests are conducted to supplement data from the aerial
firing tests regarding the ability of the missile gunner to night and
track tank-type targets. A suggested test schedule requires four trained
gunnmrs, each conductino the tracking (simulated firing) tests shown in
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Table IV - Missile Flight Tests for Wire Integrity

Missile Aircraft
?-lI.ht Aircraft Maneuver During missile Aircraft Altitude
Number Launch and Flight Airspeed (feet)

1E I IIStraight, level fLight 200
2 Straight, level flight 100
3 Hard bank (right) e 0

4 Hard bank (right) 50

5 Hard bank (left) 100

6 Hard bank (right) 50

7 Straight, level flight 100 -

8 Straight, level flight 150

9 Hard bank (right) 150

10 Hard bank (right) 100 H
11 Hard bank (left) 150 1
12 Hard bank (left) MaXumm 100

13 Straight, level flight 50 -"

14 Straight, level flight 25 j
15 Hard bank (right) 50 1
16 Hard bank (right) 25

17 Hard bank (left) 50

18 Hard bank (left) 25

19 Hover 0 10

20 Hover 0 10

21 Evasive zig-zag lIaM 400ii

22 Evasive zig-zag Cruise 400 1

11
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memoe v - kcwL.~ Firing Tests ISpebr17

Carter Tarret1

ret Alti- Speed 0h) 2 Miase
t.re Prfitrim Postfurilnr and m~s 3  Type

1o. Airspeed (feat) M r (OUrIu M3USLM Flight) DIractIm (Suggested)

"t 

I

1 m r 10 Wont No Na Telamei"
2 oPws 100 Paver 11i w TactiC8A
3 mver 1000 Mver Pvme R-L
4 CrUse 400 Straight, Stragh, e flig L4 "

level
flight

5 " 10O Straight. level flight a-.L 1/3 V"z
6 40 " 30" to 45? bank left L.-t 2/3 Max Telametry

(no bheding ch e)
7 480 300 to 40 bnk right IL-L 2/3 Nox

L O 1000 " 45? heading chanse, L-- mnaimm Tactical
left

9 o1000 4 besag cbh e I-.L
riot

10 axImm 400 45? heading change. *-L Telestry
permttted 300 bank Left

21 m 1060 456 beadiag change. i -
permttted 30° baok riRt

12 Cru•io 400 celating turn to I-L Tacticl
Lef t

13 400 Accelerating turn to L- " "
rigbt

14 " 400 Ascend aed book 30 L-ft 2/3 Ns"
s15 a 4 left and book 300 U-L 213 Nex

(A MNESm O right D and d bek 30" L-9ih

permitted left
17 "500 ad bmk 300 I-L

rightrJt
18 "rov Zi-o 1vev Worr* z V5iV Iv.sl L-it U Te~lintKr

19 1500 iwasive 94 Iwotve 9i-ag i-L

20 Cruise 350 Straight. Straight. leel L- Tactical

level flight
f light

21 Pam• 3500 Stra!ght. reight. l IL " "
le. fliegt

i 22 Cr•Lse 3500 shallow LW --L Telmostry
dive

23 Maximm 3500 Sballlcm•u 4 dive L-I 2/3 mo"

24 Cruise 400 Staiht, l tralgbt. loeel L-1 500 u
Il,~lflight

25 Nozimm 400 trat i t, eigtd, o evel I-L 500 a

3Crsseing target excet Stationary tar&At foir test cevAdzios 1.
22lpd 30 oh ecpt for test dmtims I (statieanry) nd 4 (S mph)
'Pamim NW to targat lodicatas smu m mpom systam ra capability.
fTaslmosly missile: Niesl6 containing Instruentation that usitore the operating

characteristics (prelmaach and ia-flihit) and teLamoters thin
information to a Sro receiving statism (Fi 2) is real tin..
Thfe uatiss is recorded at the prod steuIDS for laCrr
complation and iet-flught amLyss.

5 TUctical s1isle: Camfuation Idmetical, to that wich will be Iemd to tactical
amita, oncep that an lasat-loaded wmorbe may be sebotItuted for
the ouploolve-loeied murh ,i if required for safty and operating

* -c7tio-s.
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Table VII. A lightweight boresight camera (gun camera) or other instrumen-
tation technique that provides the required trxcking error data Is used to
record the deviation of the gunner's aiming point from the target center as
a function of time.

In zddition, tracking tests are conducted to determine the
minimum permissible angle of incidence between the sun and the weapon system
line of sight, without interference.

6.2.8 Maintenance Evaluation

Although the maintenance evaluation is a separate subtest of an
ET or IPT, data for this evaluation are obtained throughout the entire test
program. The maintenance evaluation covers the following subjects:

a. Data acquisition, i.e., timing of each maintenance action
to obtain data for mean time between maintenance METNI), mean time to repair
(M41R), operational availability (Ao), amn other factors.

b. To~ls and test equipment.

c. Equipment publications.
f

Repair parts.

e. Design for maintainability.

f. Safety aspects of maintenance operations. it
g. Human factors aspects of maintenance operations.

h. Storage compartments and storage components.

i. Maintenance test package. (This includes elements of b, c,
and d above. It is first evaluated upon receipt of the test item, but its
evaluation continues throughout the entire test program.)

To Flan and conduct a mainten ance evaluation, USATECOK Regulation
750-15, HTFP 7-2-504, and current guidance documents and policies must be
consulted. Procedures for data reduction in connection with a above are
included in these documents.

6.2.9 Human Factors Evaluation

Observations of the compatibility of the crew and weapon system
are made during all aspects of testing. Typical areas of concern are:
the ability of the gunner to properly guide the mistile; the ease with which
the control may be manipulated; ease of sighting and any obstructions to
sighting; and the physical restrictions placed upon the gunner by (e.g.)
reduced crew space, the presence of troublesome peotrusions, or the wearing
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of protective clothing. Detailed guidelines may be found in HTP 7-2-505.

6.2.10 Rellity and Endurance

The data on failures and time to repair recorded for the
maintenance evaluation (para 6.2.8) are also applicable to reLiability and
endurance.

6.2.10.1 Reliability

Requirements for reliability are expressed as mission relia-
bility, overall reliability, or both.

a. Mission reliability expresses the probability that a certain
mission (e.g., launching a full complement of missiles during a single heli-
copter flight) will be successfully accomplished with a certain confidence.

b. Overall reliability expresses the probability that the subsystem
will perform a certain numbur of firings without a failure, with a cercain
confidence. It is concerned with mean time between failures (MTBF), mean
rounds between failures (MRBF), and perhaps mean tlying time between failures.

The test director mast consult the latest guidance documents
and reliability specialists uwith regard to sample sizes (MrP 3-1-002), the
manner of acquiring data, and the manner of reducing data.

6.2.10.2 Endurance

Endurauce is a general term used in connection with the life of
the subsysLem. Durability is a more specific term that can be used only in
connection with the probability that the subsystem will fire a certain
number of missiles before major overhaul is required. A confidence is
associated with the probability. Since a durability evaluation requires a

* large sample of subsystem for testing and a large number of missiles for
firing, it is unlikely that a durability requirement will be stated. If it
is, it is even more unlikely that adequate subsystems and missiles will be

* available.

6.3 TEST DATA

SThe results of all tests, observations, and inspections are
recorded as part of the test data.

6.4 DATA REDUCTION AND PRESENTATION

6.4.1 Safety Hazards

Any malfunction or other occurrence during the test program
which could co.tribute to an unsafe condition is analyzed and reported
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immediately. Corrective measures required are determined, incorporated into
the test item, and checked for satisfactoriness prior to the conduct of aerial
firing rests.

6.4".2 Environmental Testing

Test item failures occurring during exposure to environmental
treatments are: analyzed to determine the possible effects of each failure
upon proper and safe weapon system operation, reported in accordance with
established procedures, and corrected to the maximum exten: possible.

6.4.3 .issile Firing Tests

The following information is reduced from instrumentation data
obtained fcom airborne missile test firings (para 6.2.6):

a. Aircraft position (space coordinates) and velocity at the
moment of missile launch (also pitch, roll and yaw data).

b. Missile position (space coordinates, including target hit
data) and velocity profile during flight, as determined from the cinetheodolite
and velocimeter records.

c. Time-correlated summary of on-board missile functions (motor
pre-ssure, gyro uncage and roll reference signals, battery voltages, error
signals received, missile steering signals, etc.) as obtained from missile
Lclemetry data.

Data obtained from missile guidance and control equipment are
reduced and analyzed to determine proper operation and sequencing.

Data on malfunctions and flight test data are further analyzed
and bu-maarized to determine the capabilities of the weapon system to perform
adequateiy in all required modes of operation. System limiting condit:ions
are identified and reported. Data on malfunctions are analyzed to determine
thL effects on weapon system reliability. Weapon systm accuracy data are
analyzed to determine the probability of a single-shot target hit.

6.4.4 Tracking Tests

Target tracking data (from the firing and nonfiring tests) are
reduced to determine the gunner's ability to sight and track a target under
the required modes of employment.

The capability of the stabilized sight to provide a stable
reference in all aircraft operating modes is evaluated. GCnner conownts on
sight stability ard operation are sumarized and reported, along with
suggestions for improving the system to eliminate problem areas encountered.
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